
 

Press Release 
 

Philips LightVibes™ Demo at CineEurope - a new immersive cinema 
entertainment lighting solution 
 

 A breakthrough for Event cinema, pre-show ambiance and immersive advertising 

 Demonstration will take place in collaboration with the Event Cinema Association 

 Live demo will highlight a ‘life-like ambiance’ that is set to transform the 
alternative content market 

 LED light fixtures and large LED media panels provide a range of commercial 
options for marketeers and cinema owners 

 
CineEurope 2014, June 16-19th, Barcelona – Royal Philips (NYSE: PHG, AEX: PHIA), the 
global leader in lighting, will demo Philips LightVibes ™, a lighting solution that creates 
immersive light effects in cinemas, at CineEurope 2014. 
 
Philips is also excited to reveal that a leading cinema in a central London location will host the 
first LightVibes installation from July 2014. Philips initially announced the development of 
LightVibes at the CinemaCon trade show in Las Vegas in March earlier this year and received 
considerable positive attention from both the cinema industry and marketeers. 
 
Creating engaging entertainment experiences will enable cinema exhibitors to reach broader 
audiences and Philips LightVibes helps them enhance, differentiate and repurpose their cinema 
spaces. This will help them to access new revenue streams and make better use of their assets, 
for example the ability to tap into the projected $1 billion by 2018 market[1] for event cinema. The 
solution enables this by creating life-like in-hall experiences for viewers of event cinema – from 
live operas to rock concerts and sporting fixtures.  
 
“Just like the audience at a sell-out gig being immersed in the energy of the band’s live 
performance, Philips LightVibes brings the drama and emotion of a fantastic light show to the 
cinema theatre-setting, complementing the content on the silver screen,” said Ronald 
Maandonks, Business Development Director, at Philips Lighting. 
 
In cooperation with the Event Cinema Association (ECA), the demonstration, in the form of a 
mini theatre format, will be the first opportunity for the industry to see LightVibes functioning at a 
major industry event, following demos in Eindhoven. It is set to be launched commercially over 
the course of this year in cinemas around the world. 
 
Founder and Chair of the ECA, Melissa Keeping, said, “Event cinema content is unique and the 
relationship the audience has with the event on screen is unlike any other. We are delighted to 
see technology like Philips LightVibes coming to the market that will enhance the experience for 
the audience and make it altogether more immersive.”    

LightVibes also helps creative agencies and exhibitors to increase the value of cinema 
advertisements by making them more memorable. Just imagine an advertisement where the 
whole auditorium around you comes to life with immersive light effects that interact with the 
story and the emotion of the on-screen images.  

In addition, the LightVibes system could offer advertisers the complete interactive web-
connected advertising footprint. The LightVibes system allows for ‘second screen’ and 
completely new ‘third screen’ immersive advertising concepts, showing real-time interaction with 
the audience based on feedback they provide via their smartphones. Want to engage the 
audience in a pre-show promotion? Just conduct a live poll and watch the results appear on the 
LightVibes panels throughout the theatre. 



“We think that it could have some very exciting implications for the movie industry as well, as 
LightVibes can amplify the ‘wow’ moment of special effects. We look forward to exploring the 
possibilities with the film industry,” added Maandonks. 
 
Notes to editors: 
 

 With the transition to Digital Cinema, together with the integration of live broadcast 
reception, the cinema industry is now primed to create an entertainment paradigm shift 
for cinema goers and music fans world-wide 

  [1] According to Screendigest, by 2018 global box office takings for alternative content 
are forecasted to exceed $1 billion 

 The Philips LightVibes solution consists of light fixtures running automatic and scripted 
light shows that provide a palette of options for the cinema space synchronized with the 
screen content. The system combines LED ceiling lighting, moving light spots, back 
lighting and low resolution large LED wall panels that can host dynamic media 

 
Please visit - www.philips.com/lightvibes 
 
For further information please contact: 
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Ronald Maandonks  
Philips Lighting  
Business Development Director 
Tel: +31 (0) 62 2470 647 
E-mail: ronald.maandonks@philips.com 
 

The Philips LightVibes ‘live demo’ in cooperation with the ECA can be found at: Event 
Cinema Association Lounge, CC1B, Room 128.   
 
 
About Royal Philips 
Royal Philips (NYSE: PHG, AEX: PHIA) is a diversified health and well-being company, focused 
on improving people’s lives through meaningful innovation in the areas of Healthcare, Consumer 
Lifestyle and Lighting. Headquartered in the Netherlands, Philips posted 2013 sales of EUR 
23.3 billion and employs approximately 115,000 employees with sales and services in more 
than 100 countries. The company is a leader in cardiac care, acute care and home healthcare, 
energy efficient lighting solutions and new lighting applications, as well as male shaving and 
grooming and oral healthcare. News from Philips is located at www.philips.com/newscenter. 
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